
INTEGRATION &  
DISTRIBUTION SOLUTIONS

Multi-Vendor Contributions make 
product updates simple, timely  
& reliable.
CONTRIBUTIONS DRIVE SALES
Sell-side financial institutions rely on contributions to promote new products to 
generate sales and to maximize revenue from a variety of prospective buyers. What 
makes the process challenging is the need to distribute information to one or more 
vendors in a timely fashion using a consistent method and reliable technology. 

Some firms, for example, make contributions to one community of prospects 
using a custom spreadsheet, then retrieve the data in a second spreadsheet that 
subsequently contributes to another community. These and other processes are 
not only complicated to manage but rely on discrete and dispersed components, 
making them vulnerable to both technology risks and human error.

BLOOMBERG HELPS OPTIMIZE EFFICIENCY
Multi-Vendor Contributions (MVC) from Bloomberg solves this issue, enabling 
central banks, debt management agencies and sell-side firms to send 
contributions one time, from one workstation or server, with complete assurance 
that vendors receive timely updates. 

Leveraging the flexibility and resilience of the Bloomberg Platform, the MVC 
solution can deliver contributions to multiple destinations, including the 
Bloomberg Professional® service and platforms from other providers, through 
one process. Firms maintain control over specific destinations, symbol and field 
mapping, as well as the authorization of users, groups and applications to control 
management and update capabilities. 

Together, these capabilities improve the efficiency and reliability of contributions 
across the enterprise. The solution leverages proven Bloomberg infrastructure 
for delivery, thus ensuring resiliency and eliminating the need for desktop 
dependencies. And, because the Bloomberg Platform is a managed service, firms 
can use a standard set of Bloomberg tools to monitor the health of the solution 
and manage entitlements.

STREAMLINE CONTRIBUTIONS
 •  Deliver product updates  

cost-effectively 
 •  Access nominated vendors  

in a timely manner
 •  Use a single, standardized process 
 •  Eliminate reliance on specific 

desktops or users
 •  Manage permissions easily  

with EMRS
 •  Monitor health of the system  

with BAMS
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TAKE THE NEXT STEP 
Learn more about Multi-Vendor Contributions, visit bloomberg.com/enterprise or 
reach us at eprise@bloomberg.net.
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BLOOMBERG FOR ENTERPRISE 
To succeed today, financial institutions must 
respond to challenges that are not addressed 
by traditional approaches. They require 
world-class solutions that integrate people, 
processes, information and technology for 
the front office, middle office and operations. 
Bloomberg partners with these institutions to 
protect and capitalize on data, manage risk, 
deliver transparency and control costs. Through 
enterprise-level expertise and three decades 
of deep industry experience, Bloomberg 
creates real value through the use of innovative 
technology that turns data into a strategic asset. 

DESIGNED FOR CONVENIENCE
The MVC solution is designed to make contributions as smooth and seamless as 
possible, no matter which vendor a firm needs to reach. It is symbology-agnostic, 
so firms can use a preferred vendor’s symbology or any other industry symbology.  
Field mapping ensures that the solution can handle vendor-specific data models, 
so applications need not adapt to unfamiliar schema. 

The solution is also engineered for ease of use. In fact, management access 
through the Bloomberg Terminal means no new interface or protocol for 
professionals to learn. Role-based administration means business units can make 
changes to the solution’s configuration without requiring assistance from IT or 
market data teams. Facilitating new destinations is straightforward, so firms can 
accommodate future growth. The solution also helps improve productivity across 
the firm because all contribution configuration changes can be made immediately 
available for use by authorized applications.

PROVEN TECHNOLOGY
The MVC solution is powered by the Bloomberg Platform, a managed service that 
coordinates data among users, applications and other destinations worldwide. 
The Bloomberg Platform is deployed on-site but located outside the firm’s firewall, 
so it can be managed remotely and securely. This makes it easy and cost-efficient 
for firms to utilize the operational strength of our proven infrastructure. 

Another critical enabler is the Bloomberg API, which gives firms access to an 
extensive array of services. This flexible API allows firms to leverage existing 
investments in Microsoft Excel spreadsheets as well as ensure that contributions 
can be distributed to internal applications with minimal effort.

EASY ENTITLEMENTS MANAGEMENT
The MVC solution includes the Entitlements Management and Reporting System 
(EMRS), software that ensures that firms retain control over the management and 
pricing of instruments. EMRS enables firms to supervise entitlements for individual 
users, user groups, applications and publishing services. 

TRANSPARENT SYSTEMS MONITORING
When firms deploy the MVC solution, Bloomberg handles performance 
monitoring, workload balancing and alert detection and resolution. To maximize 
transparency, the solution includes the Bloomberg Appliance Management 
System (BAMS), which provides visibility into the health and stability of the 
network through real-time metrics. BAMS also features integrated ticketing with 
alerts and notifications to coordinate troubleshooting between the firm and our 
network operations group.

PART OF PLATFORM SERVICES
Platform Services makes it easier 
for firms to access content for 
specific-use cases and deliver it 
instantly to permissioned decision-
makers and enterprise applications. 
Platform Services also enables firms 
to distribute internal data through 
our technology infrastructure with 
speed and security. Available as fully 
managed offerings, Platform Services 
are delivered through zero-footprint 
cloud solutions or locally deployed 
appliance pairs or clusters.
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